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Incomplete Subjects (a SoundsTheatre performance) 

On the unpredictability of artistic processes 

 

“… Due to the indefinite nature of the relation between the artist and the systems at play in 

the process of artistic creation, conceptualisation of a map for the artistic process is close to 

impossible. The artist traverses changes, some radical and some superficial, the moment he 

encounters the systems that possess him into some artistic endeavour. These systems are 

indefinite by nature, and one is hardly able to fully speculate the rules of the game through 

experience and craftsmanship. The artist has to walk through uncomfortable dreams and 

frequent "incomplete subjects" that bid him to change forever as black holes suck in light into 

unknown territories. What remains of him after is no longer the same: he is changed 

forever.” — Vahid Hosseini 18 Nov. 2023 

This performance is the result of a two-year-long research, conducted at the workshop for 

artistic research WARM 2021-23, that observes the relation between subjects and systems 

in the process of musical creation. The researcher has tried to use his experience in two far-

apart musical education systems (i.e. Persian music and western classical music)  in order 

to see how one develops new sensibilities in encountering new artistic materials, cultures, 

instruments (what he generally calls systems) in a way that one does not feel lost or 

alienated. The research shows how theory (as systemisation of musical knowledge) can be 

challenged with every artistic endeavour, and how the artist as a subject may undergo 

radical changes in encountering new systems he chooses to practice.  

In this performance, that is held in the form of an open rehearsal, the artist shall meet a 

group of musicians from Ljubljana for the first time. He explains how his system works in 

conducting a group improvisation and thus he shall explore the possibilities of a new artistic 

endeavour: such that one cannot yet theorise, yet one has to use all the theory they have in 

their arsenal in order for SoundsTheatre to work.  
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(1984 Tehran) is a composer and setar player. He has studied 

composition with Salvatore Sciarrino, Marco Stroppa, Gabriele 

Manca, Paolo Aralla, Tristan Murail (masterclass) Alessandro 

Solbiati, and Veli-Matti Puumala, at Bologna conservatory - 

graduating cum laude - Sibelius Academy Helsinki, Chigiana 

Academy Siena, Verdi conservatory Milan, and HMDK Stuttgart. 

His compositions have been praised as “outsiders to the dilemma of the unavoidable 

mimetic nostalgias of the present time”. He attempts to create a personal sound world 

through Persian music tradition in which he was formed and contemporary compositional 

achievements he has attained. His music has been played by notable ensembles and 
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performers like Mdi ensemble Milan, Fontanamix Bologna, Zagros ensemble Helsinki, Nicola 

Baroni, Paolo Ravaglia, David Nunez etc.  


